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DEVELOPMENT OF A MATHEMATICAL 
MODEL OF RADIO RESOURCE 
MANAGEMENT OF SPECIAL PURPOSE 
RADIO COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 
BASED ON AN EVOLUTIONARY 
APPROACH

The object of research is a special-purpose radio communication system. A special purpose radio communication 
system is affected by many different destructive influences. The main ones are deliberate interference and cybernetic 
impact of various purposes. The above causes the search for new scientific approaches to identify and identify the 
destructive impact on special-purpose radio communications in order to increase the operational efficiency of special-
purpose radio communications systems. In this work, the problems of developing a mathematical model for managing 
the radio resource of special-purpose radio communication systems based on the evolutionary approach are solved.

In the course of the research, the authors of the work used the main provisions of the theory of artificial intel-
ligence, the theory of automation, the theory of complex technical systems, as well as general scientific methods 
of cognition, namely analysis and synthesis. The proposed methodological approach was developed taking into 
account the practical experience of the authors of this work during military conflicts of the last decade.

The research results will be useful for:
– development of new radio resource management algorithms;
– substantiation of recommendations for improving the efficiency of radio resource operational management;
– analysis of the radio-electronic situation during the conduct of hostilities (operations);
– when creating promising technologies for increasing the efficiency of radio resource operational management;
– assessment of the adequacy, reliability, sensitivity of the scientific and methodological apparatus for the 

operational management of the radio resource;
– development of new and improvement of existing radio resource management models.
Directions for further research will be aimed at developing a methodology for intelligent control of the radio 

resource of special-purpose radio communication systems.
Keywords: radio communication systems, electronic jamming, data transmission systems, radio resource mana-

gement, operational management.
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1.  Introduction

As evidenced by the experience of local wars and armed 
conflicts of recent decades, in the course of conducting 
operations (combat actions), as a rule, radio communica-
tion facilities (RCF) form the basis of any communication 
system for groupings of troops (forces). This is due to 
the high dynamism of operations (combat actions), the 
long range of the RCF and the RCF ability to work on  
the move [1, 2]. Given the great importance of the RCF 
in the command and control system of a grouping of 

troops (forces), there is a need to find new ways to im-
prove the efficiency of their functioning.

One of the main features of the special-purpose RCF 
is that a rather limited frequency resource has been al-
located for the needs of special users, in which a large 
number of radio-emitting devices operate [3, 4].

In the specified frequency range, there is a large number 
of intentional and natural interference, as well as various 
types of signal fading. Recently, a large list of cyber attacks  
has been added to the list of possible deliberate destruc-
tive influences on radio communication systems (RCS). 
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It should also be specially noted that radio-emitting means 
also affect each other during the transmission of infor-
mation, which in turn complicates the electromagnetic 
compatibility in the grouping of troops (forces) [5].

The analysis of studies [3, 5] indicates that the key 
features of the latest means of electronic suppression are:

– possibility of effective suppression of the entire ope-
rating frequency range of the RCF;
– intellectual suppression of RCS of groupings of 
troops (forces), taking into account the peculiarities 
of information transfer between command posts, that 
is, a unique obstacle is created for each type of RCF;
– simultaneous (quasi-simultaneous) suppression of se-
veral radio directions, and in case of group suppres-
sion – of the entire RCS;
– the possibility of imposing false modes of operation of 
the RCF and the transfer of false information to the RCS.
It is impossible to reliably foresee all possible vari-

ants of the destructive impact on the RCS of groupings 
of troops (forces) at the stage of communication plan-
ning and at the stage of RCS deployment. Therefore, the 
most preferred method of radio resource management is 
operational management [5].

The existing RCFs that are in operation do not allow 
counteracting intelligent electronic jamming and require 
the participation of the operator to control the operating 
modes and parameters. This significantly limits the RCF 
ability to effectively counteract deliberate and natural 
interference. In a number of studies, it is proposed to 
use adaptive and intelligent radio resource management 
systems for RCS. The adaptive paradigm combines control 
methods that are effective in the absence of a priori infor-
mation about the dynamic characteristics of the RCS, and 
when using these control methods, a posteriori information 
about the dynamics of the RCS is collected during the 
functioning of the adaptive system [6, 7].

The control methods included in the intellectual para-
digm are based on the theory of artificial intelligence. 
However, it would be wrong to assert the clear advantages 
of any one paradigm over the others. Each of them, along 
with a large number of positive features, has its drawbacks. 
However, the ability of intelligent systems to conduct self-
learning determines their advantage, which is expressed 
in a higher efficiency of decision-making, which is the 
main factor in the conditions of electronic conflict [7].

Under the criterion of the effectiveness of the RCS 
operation in conditions of electronic suppression, let’s con-
sider the noise immunity of the transmission of a particular 
type of information with a given data rate.

Taking into account the existing capabilities of elec-
tronic jamming and the prospects for further development, 
it is proposed to apply the intelligent control of the radio 
resource of special-purpose radio communication systems.

The object of research is a special-purpose radio com-
munication system. The aim of this research should be 
considered to be an increase in the efficiency of the func-
tioning of a special-purpose radio communication system 
by developing a mathematical model of radio resource 
management based on an evolutionary approach.

2.  Research methodology

Currently, machine learning is actively used in many 
areas: optical character recognition, spam detection, iden-

tification of biometric indicators, building recommender 
services, etc. But at the same time, when using machine 
learning, a number of difficulties arise with the identifica-
tion of the destructive impact on RCS [8, 9].

In this study, under the intentional destructive impact 
on RCS, let’s mean:

– intentional obstacles – noise and imitation;
– cyber-attacks.
Determination of the detection of a destructive impact 

on RCS includes not only identification by patterns, but also 
the detection of a previously unseen impact. At the same 
time, machine learning methods in the context of setting 
such a problem are aimed only at searching for relationships 
and patterns of RCS operation, finding activity similar to 
that previously encountered in the training sample [10, 11].

The use of ready-made machine learning tools to the 
task of identifying the destructive impact on RCS leads to 
a large number of unidentified influences and disorganization 
of the RCS itself. First of all, this is due to the dynamism 
of the radio exchange and the heterogeneous traffic circu-
lating in the network. In addition, it is difficult to track 
the cyclicity or seasonality of such an exchange [12, 13].

Therefore, the following approach is proposed for training 
intelligent systems for managing the RCS radio resource:

– the maximum possible description of the set of all 
controlled parameters of the RCS;
– application of correlation analysis methods to elimi-
nate components, and sometimes their linear combina-
tions, with dispersion close to zero;
– the remaining feature set is used to train and vali-
date the machine learning model.
To this end, it is proposed to develop an artificial immune 

system to detect and identify the destructive impact on RCS.
This study proposes an evolutionary-based artificial 

immune system model for identifying destructive effects 
on RCS, which is described as:

AISEA D D S S G RM A N= τ , , , , , , ,Ψ  (1)

where D Dτ ⊂  – set of temporary immune detectors; DM  – set  
of immune memory detectors; S SA ⊂  – training sample 
consisting of anomalous instances (a set of known variants 
of RCS suppression); S SN ⊂  – test set consisting of normal 
instances (multiplicity of the RCF grouping parameters); 
D D DM= τ



 – set of immune detectors; G G GK= { }1,...,  – 
strategies for genetic optimization of immune detectors; 
R D G DS SA N: × × × →2 2  – rule of teaching immune detec-
tors; S – set of possible input objects; Ψ : D S× → +  – 
function for calculating the affinity (correspondence rule) 
between the immune detector d D∈  and the test object, 
s S∈ , where � �∩+ = +∞[ )0, .

Each immune detector d D∈  is described as a tuple of  
the following form:

d representation threshold life time state= , , _ , , (2)

where 

representation
BitString RealVector

NeuralNetwork PetrNet
∈

, ,

, ....,








– internal representation (internal structure) of the immune 
detector d, which can be specified as a binary string with the 
r-continuous bits rule (BitString), a real vector (RealVector),  
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an artificial neural network (NeuralNetwork), a Petri 
net (PetriNet), etc.; threshold ∈ +  – activation threshold 
of the immune detector d; life time_ ∈ +  – duration of 
the immune detector d;

state immature semimature mature memory∈{ }, , ,

– current state of the immune detector (1), which may be  
an immature, semi-mature, mature state, or a state cor-
responding to the memory detector � � ∪+

∗
+= +∞{ }.

The general preparatory process for constructing artifi-
cial immune system parameters for identifying destructive 
effects on RCS can be described as follows:

1. Determination of the corrective coefficient for the 
degree of awareness of the force and means of the destructive 
impact on RCS. The degree of awareness can be: complete 
uncertainty, partial uncertainty, complete awareness.

2. Choice of the internal structure of each detector 
d D representation∈ : .

3. Formation of the training data set SA, containing pre- 
selected «foreign» objects.

4. Formation of a test data set SN containing pre-selected 
«own» objects.

5. Choice of strategy for genetic optimization of im-
mune sensors.

6. The choice of the training method R for immune 
sensors D depending on their internal representation [6].

7. Choice of the matching rule between the immune 
detector and the input object.

The proposed model of the artificial immune system is  
a set of immune detectors presented in the form of temporal 
and memory detectors with a given learning algorithm, as 
well as a genetic optimization strategy.

Moreover, the data set is intended for the first pre-
liminary adjustment of immune detectors, and the role of 
the SN data set is to filter the trained detectors. Strate-
gies for genetic optimization of immune detectors include  
a set of genetic operators (crossover, mutation, inversion) 
and their combinations to change the parameters of an 
immune detector after its cloning. The immune detector 
learning rule is a two-step procedure. In the first step, 
immune detectors learn exclusively from the elements of 
the SA dataset and undergo clonal selection, during which 
the created copies of immune detectors are mutated ac-
cording to the chosen strategy ′ ∈G G. This phase is re-
peated several times to form semi-mature sensors. In the 
second phase of training, these detectors are checked for 
compliance with their objects: those that are erroneously 
activated are destroyed, re-initialized and learned. Within 
this model, each immune detector undergoes several stages 
of differentiation. At the beginning of its development, each 
detector is initialized in an arbitrary way in accordance 
with its internal representation. During the functioning of 
the artificial immune system, temporary detectors record 
the parameters of the destructive effect on RCS in the 
updated SA* database in case of detection.

All immune detectors except memory detectors have 
a finite lifespan. If during a given lifetime they have not 
shown any destructive effect on RCS, they are retrained 
on an expanded data set containing SA and SA* elements.

At the same time, if the immune sensor recognizes 
a destructive effect on RCS, its lifespan increases. Unlike 
them, memory detectors have an infinite lifetime and do not 
participate in filling the updated set of destructive effects.

To detect each class of destructive effect c C∈ ,  several 
immune detectors are allocated, which are combined into 

a class of detectors D DC
c C

ς( )
∈

=






.  Each of the detectors 

d D C∈ ( )ς  uses deep learning proposed in [6] on various 
random subsamples of the sets SA and S SN A

d− ( ),  and SA
d
∗

( ), 
which may contain some duplicate and reordered objects 
from the original sets. This achieves a variety of immune 
detectors inside D Cς( ).

Accordingly, the q-th group of detectors is understood as  

a set of detectors D Cς( ) D Dq

q

m
( )

=

=




1



, m – the number of clas- 

ses of destructive impact on RCS that completely cover the 
given set of attack classes. If detector d responds to any 

element ′ ∈ ( )s SN
d , that is, if ∃ ′ ∈ ′( ) > ( )( )

∈ ( )
s S d s d sN

d

s SA
d

Ψ Ψ, min , , then 

detector d undergoes apoptosis and is replaced by a new 
randomly generated detector. For each class of destructive 
impact c C∈ ,  exactly one memory detector is determined 
dm

C( ) – a detector that satisfies the requirement of maxi-

mum fitness for object recognition S CA

dm
C( )( )


.  Thus, the set 

of immune memory detectors can be defined as follows:

D

d s

S C
M

d D

s S C

A
d

C

A
d

=

( )

( )






















 ∈

∈

( )( )

( )
∑

arg max

,

#ς

Ψ
∩
∩












∈c C
∪ .  (3)

The set of temporary immune detectors is defined as 
follows:

D
D

DM
τ = .  (4)

The activation threshold of the immune detector d D∈  
trained on sets SA

d( ) and SN
d( ) is calculated as follows:

thresthold
d s d s

s S

h

s S

h

A
d

d

N
d

d

=
( ) + ( )

∈ ∈( )

−

( )

+

min , min ,Ψ Ψ
� �� �� � �� ���

2
.  (5)

This formula is used to calculate the activation threshold 
of only those detectors d that, after training on a set of 
anomalous data SA

d( ), do not have erroneous responses on  
a set of normal data SA

d( ),  i. e. ∀ ′ ∈ ′( ) <( ) −s S d s hN
d

dΨ , . If such 
a condition is met, then an additional gap appears, equal 
to the value h h hd d d= − >− + 0,  and thus it becomes possible 
to «shift» the limiting value hd

−  that ensures the response 
of the detector d to any «foreign» object s SA

d∈ ( )  by a va- 

lue 
h hd d

− +−
2

 to the side hd
+  threshold h

h h h h
d

d d d d= −
−

=
−

−
− + − +

2 2
.

Identification of the destructive impact on RCS using 
the considered model is carried out as follows:

1. Determination of the corrective coefficient for the 
degree of awareness of the force and means of the de-
structive impact on RCS.

2. Calculation of the value of its activation:

a d s thresholdd = ( ) −Ψ ,

for each immune detector d D∈ . It is assumed that if ad ≥ 0, 
then the detector d is activated, otherwise the correspond-
ing detector does not respond to the incoming object.
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3. Majority voting within each class of detectors:

a ad
d D

A

d
d D

B D A

C

c

C

c C c

≥[ ]> <[ ]
∈ ∈

= −

( ) ( )

( )

∑ ∑0 0
ς ς

ς

� ��� ��� � ��� ���
#

is recognized as a «foreign» object. If АC = BC, then s is re-
cognized as «own» object. In case of conflicts, i. e. АC = BC is 
classified as a «foreign» object if a

dm
C( ) ≥ 0, and s is classified 

as a «own» object if a
dm

C( ) < 0, where d D Dm
C

M C
( )

( )∈ ς

, dm
C( ) – 

memory detector trained to recognize a «own» object and  
a «foreign» object of class C.

4. Formation of a set of classes of immune detec-
tors { }D C C cς ′( ) ′∈  that were activated by those recognizing 
the input object s as a «foreign» object, where:

C C C c A B A B a cC C C C dm
C

∗
′ ′ ′ ′= ′ ′ ∈ ∧ > ∨ = ∧ ≥( )( ){ } ⊂′( ) 0 .

5. Determination of the object class s. If C ∗ = ∅,  then the 
object s belongs to the class of «own» objects. If E Ac

C c
C∗

∗′∈
′max  

is reached at one single point, then the class of object is 
arg ,EC ′  otherwise the class of object s is:

arg max .
arg′∈{ } ∈ ′( )∗

× ≥[ ]∑
C E

d
d D Cc

a 0
ς

This algorithm is based on comparing the affinity 
value of immune detectors with their individually ad-
justed activation thresholds and taking into account the  
same votes received from most of the detectors. If there 
are conflicts in distinguishing between normal and ab-
normal class (step 3), the deciding vote is given to the 
memory detector. If after that a conflict persists at the 
level of a group of detectors, then the sum of the af-
finity values that are activated in response to a given 
stimulus (input object) of immune detectors is taken 
into account (step 5).

The input object is «own» if and only if ∀ ∈ < ∨ = ∧ <( )( )C c A B A B aC C C C dm
C  0 .:

∀ ∈ < ∨ = ∧ <( )( )C c A B A B aC C C C dm
C  0 .

The following were used as the basis for this model:
1) model with a life cycle (M1) proposed in [12];
2) model with a library of genes (M2) [13], proposed 

in [14];
3) AISEA(M3) [15] model;

4) model (M4), which was supplemented by a number 
of improvements, namely:

– taking into account the type of uncertainty about 
the radio-electronic situation (RES);
– improved algorithm for learning immune detectors;
– a mechanism for automatic selection of their acti-
vation threshold, as well as a procedure for resolving 
conflict cases of classifying one object using immune 
memory detectors.
A comparison of these four models is given in Table 1. 

The «+» sign indicates the characteristics inherent in the 
corresponding model, the «–» sign means the lack of sup-
port for this feature of the model.

The results of the comparative analysis are given in 
Table 1 allow to conclude about the advantage of the 
indicated model in comparison with the known ones.

3.  Research results and discussion

This approach is proposed to be used in the course 
of resolving military conflicts. This will improve the ef-
ficiency of data processing and transmission.

The developed M4 model is universal in relation to 
the internal representation of immune detectors, while 
the M1 model is focused on using bit strings as immune 
detectors, and the M2 model is focused on cluster dis-
cretization of fields (genes) of immune detectors. The M1 
model lacks the possibility of clonal selection of detectors, 
and also does not provide genetic mutation operators. 
In all of the presented models, in the context of detect-
ing a destructive effect on RCS, a dynamically updated 
population of immune detectors is used, which allows 
the artificial immune system to adapt to the changing 
radio-electronic environment in the mode of its operation. 
However, here an additional restriction is introduced for 
the M1 model: after the activation of the detector, as 
a result of the accumulation of a sufficient number of 
matches with antigens, a signal from the administrator 
external to the system (costimulation signal) must be 
generated. Such a signal will allow the activated detec-
tor to get a chance to enter the pool of memory de-
tectors and possible further continuous analysis of the 
electronic situation. The M2 model is characterized by  
a distributed mechanism for generating detectors: detectors 
that are beneficial in terms of anomaly recognition can  
be propagated to other network nodes to increase the 
overall performance of the system; this property is absent in  
models M1 and M3.

Table 1

A selection of immune models for the detection of a destructive influx on radio communication systems

Im-
mune 
model

Indepen-
dence 

from the 
internal 
structure 

of the 
immune 
sensor

Availability 
of clonal 
selection 

and genetic 
optimiza-

tion

Pres-
ence of 
nega-
tive 

selec-
tion

Account-
ing for 
the type 
of RES 
uncer-
tainty

Automatic 
selection 
of the 

immune 
sensor 

activation 
threshold

Avail-
ability of 
learning 
mecha-
nisms

Pres-
ence of 
mem-
ory 

detec-
tors

Presence 
of a life 
cycle of 
lympho-

cytes

Dynamic 
retrain-

ing

Training 
of de-
tectors 
on new 

data 
during 
opera-
tion

Distribu-
tion of 

immune 
detec-
tors

Support 
for multi-

class 
detection 
of de-

structive 
impact on 

RCS

Autonomy 
of the im-
mune sys-
tem (work 

without 
operator 
interven-

tion)

Availability 
of a set of 

proce-
dures for 
processing 
heteroge-
neous data

М1 – – + – – – + + + + – – – –

М2 – + + – – – + – + + + – – –

М3 + + + – + + + + + + – – + –

М4 + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
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However, in the developed model M4 additionally:
– take into account the type of uncertainty about the 
available capabilities of electronic warfare, means of cy-
bernetic influence on the RCS;
– an improved set of procedures for processing hetero-
geneous data is used;
– an improved training procedure is used;
– a mechanism for resolving conflict cases of classifica-
tion is used;
– the procedure of automatic calculation of the acti-
vation threshold of immune detectors is used, as well 
as the universality of the presentation structure;
– there is a constant renewal of immune detectors 
during different stages of maturation (life cycle) and 
their retraining using an expanding set of destructive 
effects on RCS.
The limitations of this research should be considered:
– taking into account time restrictions on the transmis-
sion of a specific type of message (formalized report);
– the presence of a primary base of the radio-electronic 
situation in the region;
– the need for complete and reliable information on 
the number of RCF and their technical characteristics;
– limitation of the quality of data transmission channels.

4.  Conclusions

In this research, the development of a mathematical 
model for managing the radio resource of special-purpose 
radio communication systems based on an evolutionary 
approach was carried out.

The mathematical model of radio resource management of 
special-purpose radio communication systems, unlike the exist-
ing models of radio resource management of special-purpose 
radio communication systems, is an artificial immune system.

Also additional elements of scientific novelty are:
– taking into account the type of uncertainty about 
the available capabilities of electronic warfare, means 
of cybernetic influence on the RCS;
– an improved set of procedures for processing het-
erogeneous data is used;
– an improved training procedure is used;
– mechanism for resolving conflict cases of classifica-
tion is used;
– procedure of automatic calculation of the threshold 
of activation of immune detectors is used, as well as 
the universality of the structure of their representation;
– there is a constant renewal of immune detectors during 
different stages of maturation (life cycle) and their retrain-
ing using an expanding set of destructive effects on RCS.
The research results will be useful for:
– development of new radio resource management algo-
rithms;
– substantiation of recommendations for improving the 
efficiency of radio resource operational management;
– analysis of the radio-electronic situation during the 
conduct of hostilities (operations);
– when creating promising technologies for increasing 
the efficiency of radio resource operational management;
– assessment of the adequacy, reliability, sensitivity 
of the scientific and methodological apparatus for the 
operational management of the radio resource;
– development of new and improvement of existing 
radio resource management models.

Directions for further research will be aimed at deve-
loping a methodology for intelligent control of the radio 
resource of special-purpose radio communication systems.
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ANALYSIS OF THE INERTIA TENSOR OF 
AUTONOMOUS MOBILE ROBOT

The object of research is the inertia tensor of an autonomous mobile robot (AMR) with a manipulator with 
different configurations of their mutual position. As an example of the AMR design of a changing configuration, 
an all-wheel drive four-wheeled platform with a manipulator is considered, consisting of a docking disk rotating 
around a vertical axis and rod links of the arm connected by rotational kinematic pairs of the fifth class. The 
mass of moving structural elements, i. e., a manipulator with a load, is 10–20 % of the mass of the robot platform. 
Let’s consider that the links of the manipulator and the platform are absolutely rigid and homogeneous bodies with  
a constant density; let’s neglect the mass of kinematic pairs. The next step in the analysis of the AMR inertia tensor 
of a changing configuration can be a study taking into account the elastic properties of the manipulator links, the 
uneven distribution of the masses of the platform, and the characteristics of the kinematic pairs.

The dependence of the values of the elements of the AMR inertia tensor of a changing configuration on the values 
of the generalized coordinates of the moving elements of the structure and the ratio of the mass of the platform and 
the mass of the moving elements of the structure has been studied. The analysis of the inertia tensor of the AMR with 
a manipulator at different configurations of their mutual position showed that the values of the centrifugal moments 
of inertia of the system during the relative motion of the manipulator are commensurate with the value of the axial 
moments of inertia of the system, even if the mass of the moving structural elements is less than 10 % of the mass 
of the platform. In most existing AMRs, the mass of moving structural elements is up to 20 % of the platform mass, 
therefore, in the general case, the inertia tensor of such a system should be taken as off-diagonal and non-stationary. 
In the future, this will make it possible to refine the equation of dynamics, take into account the relationship of control 
channels, simulate the movement of AMR of a changing configuration, and optimize energy costs.

Since AMR with the manipulator is an example of the «changing AMR» object class, the results obtained can 
be applied to all objects of this class.

Keywords: autonomous mobile robot, manipulator, moment of inertia, off-diagonal and non-stationary inertia tensor.
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1.  Introduction

In robotics, there is a tendency to increase the autonomy 
of mobile robotic systems (RS). The works [1, 2] emphasize 
the importance of using the modular principle of assem-
bling the structures of autonomous mobile robots (AMRs).  
The introduction of the modular principle leads to the 

creation of flexible functional reconfigured complexes with 
the possibility of further modernization. Replacing modules 
in AMR designs allows to timely send the RS to solve 
a new problem when the operational environment or work-
ing space conditions change, quickly carry out current 
repairs and extend the service life. The expansion of the  
scope and complication of tasks for modern AMR determines  


